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This manual should be considered as a part of the machine. This manual is produced
because:

1 Driver should fully understand how the machine works

Foreword

1. Driver should fully understand how the machine works.
2. Driver and people near the machine should not get hurt.
3. Driver should be able to run the machine with maximum efficiency.

Be sure to read safety regulations. To get the most out of your machine you need to
maintain and operate it according to the instructions in this manual. If there are any queries
please contact your local dealer or contact us.

REKORDVERKEN Sweden AB 

Application and function
Maxi Spreader is intended to spread the straw from the chopper. When spreading maize, shall 
special maize equipment be used.
Chopped straw is accelerated via 2 spreading discs and is spread to the width of header.

Safety
This sign marks important safety instructions in this user manual. 

Values
All values in this user manual are written according to the SI-system.All values in this user manual are written according to the SI system. 

Machine sign
Make a note of your machines type, serial number and year of manufacturing. These
numbers are necessary to have when ordering spare parts.
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Identification View

Maxi Spreader

Safety rail

Bracket LH
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Bracket RH



Safety

Safety decals on Maxi Spreader

Tossed out material. Keep well clear when Maxi Spreader is operating.

Are placed according to picture belowAre placed according to picture below.

Rotating parts Do not touch Maxi Spreader until all parts have stoppedRotating parts. Do not touch Maxi Spreader until all parts have stopped.

Position of safety decals on Maxi SpreaderPosition of safety decals on Maxi Spreader

Safety decals
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Operating

Adjust spreading width and side wind compensation.

With the cabin box you can adjust spreading width and side wind compensate.
After adjusting it will take around 10 sec before discs reach there new speed.

Adjustment of 
spreading width

Adjustment of 
side wind 

compensation

When side wind 
blows from the right, 
then turn knob CW.

(Disc speed is 
increased on right 

and reduced on left)

On/Off LED

Disc speed alarm 
(buzz alarm also)

When side wind 
blows from the left, ,

then turn knob CCW
(Disc speed is 

increased on left and 
reduced on right)
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Operating

Cabin box settings and received speeds on Maxi spreader discs.

Below follows 6 examples which speeds are received at different cabin box settings.

Left Right
350 350

Disc, rpm
Left Right
675 675

Disc, rpm
Left Right

1000 1000

Disc, rpm

Disc rpm Disc rpm Disc rpm

77

Left Right
1100 350

Disc, rpm
Left Right
780 780

Disc, rpm
Left Right
350 1100

Disc, rpm



Operating

Working position

CAUTION: Shut off engine, set parking brake and remove key.

Loose lever sandLoose levers andLoose lever sand
move safety rail

Loose levers and
move safety rail

Safety rail shall be in most outer positionSafety rail shall be in most outer position
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Operating

Header trailer transport position

CAUTION: Shut off engine, set parking brake and remove key.

Loose lever sand
move safety rail

Loose levers and
move safety rail
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Operating

Service of chopper

CAUTION: Shut off engine, set parking brake and remove key.

1.Loose lever on both sides1.Loose lever on both sides

3. Remove Pin

4. Swing out Maxi Spreader to service position

2. Place safety rail in outer position

It is not allowed to drive 
combine having Maxi Spreader in service position.
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Windroving settings

CAUTION: Shut off engine, set parking brake and remove key

Operating

Power consumption on Maxi Spreader while windrowing can be reduced.

Reduce speed on Maxi Spreader discs to 
minimum for reduced power consumption.

Turn knob to position 0

Turn  knob to position 1
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Settings

Adjust spreading width –MY13

Reposition side deflectors.
See picture belowSee picture below.

Knob

Reduced spreading width
Pull up knob and close deflector .

Increased spreading width
Pull up knob and open deflector .
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Settings

Adjust spreading width MY14-

Reposition side deflectors.
See picture belowSee picture below.

Reduced spreading width
Attach deflector at this position

Increased spreading width
Attach deflector at this position

Deflector
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Settings

Changing Maxi Spreader for corn (low speed)

CAUTION: Shut off engine, set parking brake and remove key.

Corn kit can be ordered separately. Rekord p/n is 13514
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Adjustments

Adjusting Maxi spreader sensors

CAUTION: Shut off engine, set parking brake and remove key.

Sensor (LH) Sensor (RH)

1. Loose sensor nut
2 Rotate disc until you have a tooth of the teeth wheel below sensor

15

2. Rotate disc until you have a  tooth of the teeth wheel below sensor
3. Turn sensor until it touch tooth wheel. Be careful you do not turn spreading disc at this moment.
4. Turn sensor counter clockwise 2,5 turn. Now you have correct distance of 2,5 mm between 
sensor and teeth wheel



Service

CAUTION: Shut off engine, set parking brake and remove key.

Every day
Check that vanes on Maxi Spreader not are broken. Broken vanes 
cause vibrations, which could damage the combine.

After season or 200 hours
Remove top cover and clean Maxi Spreadere o e op co e a d c ea a Sp eade
and check for oil leakage

Top cover

Vanes
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Specifications

Oil flow, speeds and pressures shown are average and can vary from machine to
machine. Values are rated at high idle with separator engaged, no load.

Pump 76 lpm  Net flow 70 lpm

Maxi Spreader
Disc speed, straw 350-1000 rpm.
Disc speed, corn 350 rpm.

Hydraulic pressuresHydraulic pressures
Hydraulic pressure at Maxi Spreader Total D2,D3 125 bar, 60°C (Highest speed 1000 rpm) 
Hydraulic pressure at Maxi Spreader Total D2,D3 40 bar, 60°C (Lowest speed 350 rpm)

Hydraulic pressure at Maxi Spreader RH motor D4 70 bar, 60°C (Highest speed 1000 rpm)
Hydraulic pressure at Middle Splitter motor D5 15 bar, 60°C (Highest speed 1000 rpm)

WeightWeight
Maxi Spreader without brackets and safety rails. 195 kg
Maxi Spreader with brackets and safety rails 220 kg
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Theory of operation

The Maxi spreader drive system provides a mechanism to distribute the straw coming from the
Straw Chopper.

The Maxi spreader drive system use a combine installed hydraulic pump which provide the Maxi 
Spreader with oil.

A Valve block inside the Maxi Spreader housing controls spreader disk speed.

An electric proportional flow control valve which is controlled by the Combines own disc speed 
control system opens and closes to control oil flow to the spreader motors Flow control valves arecontrol system, opens and closes to control oil flow to the spreader motors. Flow control valves are 
connected parallel with hydraulic motors. Closing the valve increases oil flow to the spreader 
motors, which increases spreader disk speed and width of spread. In the same manner, opening 
the valve reduces the flow of oil to the spreader motors, which decreases spreader disc speed.

Spreader disc will rotate with full speed when no electric power is add to the flow control valves.

Combines own disc speed control system get feedback from Speed Sensors located at discCombines own disc speed control system, get feedback from Speed Sensors located at disc 
motors.

Combines own disc speed control system automatically control that actual disc speed and set disc 
speed from Cabin are the same.

L.H. Disc and R.H. Disc, can have different speeds depending on setting from Cabin.
A higher speed on L.H. Compared to R.H and vice versa are used when a side wind compensation
is desirable.

The Maxi spreader proportional flow control valve is pressure compensated to keep spreader disk
speed constant as the load on the spreader disks changes.

Relief valves protects the system if the discs should become plugged.p y p gg

The spreader motors are connected in series and should turn in opposite directions.

With the exception of short (30 second maximum) pressure checks, the hydraulic couplers must
always be connected to the motors to provide an open loop for oil flow. If the hoses are not
connected to the motors or each other, the system will be forced over relief and will overheat the
hydraulic oilhydraulic oil.
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Hydraulic system
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Hydraulic system

RH Disc motor and
middle splitter pressure, D4

Middle splitter pressure, D5

Connection X2

Maxi Spreader total pressure, D3Connection, X1

Connection, X2

Proportional Valve PV2

Relief valve, RV3
(RH Disc motor and Middle splitter motor)

Proportional Valve, PV2
Solenoid, S2

(RH Disc motor)

LH Disc motor, HM1Needle valve, NV1

Proportional valve, PV1
Solenoid, S1

(LH Disc motor)

RH Disc motor, HM2

Middle splitter motor, HM3
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Electric system

Proportional Valve, PV2
Solenoid, S2

(RH Disc motor)

Proportional valve, PV1
Solenoid, S1

(LH Disc motor)

RH Disc Speed Sensor

LH Disc Speed Sensor
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Electric system

Maxi control system

Power supply connector
Brown, pos.1  +
Blue pos2Blue, pos2.     -
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Electric system

Maxi control system Power supply connector
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Electric system

Maxi control system
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Electric system

Maxi control system
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Electric system

Maxi Control system

Control module
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Maxi Spreader drive diagnostics

1. Maxi Pump Flow rate Install a 80 lpm flow meter between couplings X1 Yes: Go to 3

Disc speed adjusting problem related to Hydraulic system.

Check list

1. Maxi Pump Flow rate Install a 80 lpm flow meter between couplings X1 Yes: Go to 3
Spreading Width set to Max No: Go to 2
Spreading Bias set to Middle
Run separator at high idle.
Is flow rate at least 69 lpm ?

2. Maxi Pump pressure Disconnect hydraulic couplings X1 from Maxi 
Spreader housing.

Yes: Go to 3

Plug pressure hose. No: Check combines hydraulic system according 
to instruction in combines service manual.

Connect a 250 bar gauge to D2Connect a 250 bar gauge to D2
Run separator at high idle.
IMPORTANT: Do not engage separator for more 
than 30 seconds to avoid overheating the hydraulic 
oil.
Is pressure at least 190 bar?

3. Disc motor LH, HM1 Spreading Width set to Max Yes: Go to 6
Spreading Bias set to Middle No: Go to 4
Run separator at high idle.
Measure speed on LH Disc, HM1.
Is Disc speed 1000±25?

4. Solenoid S1 Remove Solenoid S1 Yes: Go to 5
Spreading Width set to Min No: Go to section. Disc speed adjusting 

problem related to Electric system.
Spreading Bias set to Middle
Separator running
Check for magnetism at S1
Is there magnetism?Is there magnetism?

5. Valve PV1 Remove Valve PV1 Yes: Repair or replace Valve PV1
Is Valve contaminated, damaged or binded? No: Repair or replace Disc Motor HM1

6. Disc Motor RH, HM2 Spreading Width set to Max Yes: Done
Spreading Bias set to Middle No: Got to 7
Run separator at high idle.
Measure speed on RH Disc.
Is Disc speed 1000±25?

7. Relief Valve RV3 Connect a 250 bar gauge to D4 Yes: Go to 8
Put a piece of wood to plug RH Disc. No: Repair or replace Relief Valve RV3
Run separator at high idle.
IMPORTANT: Do not engage separator for more 
than 30 seconds to avoid overheating the hydraulic 
oil.
Is pressure at least 140 bar?

8. Solenoid S2 Remove Solenoid S2 Yes: Go to 9
Spreading Width set to Min No: Go to section Disc speed adjusting 

problem related to Electric system.
Spreading Bias set to Middle
Separator running
Check for magnetism at S2
Is there magnetism?
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Middle Splitter speed problem=extremely slowly or quickly?

Check list

Maxi Spreader drive diagnostics

1. LH Disc and RH Disc Spreading Width set to Max Yes: Got to 2
Spreading Bias set to Middle No: Go to section Disc speed adjusting 

problem related to Hydraulic and/or Electric 
system.

Run separator at high idle.
Measure speed on RH Disc.
Is Disc speed 1000±25?

2. Linkage Is linkage between Hydraulic Motor HM3 and 
Middle Splitter attached?

Yes. Go to 3
Middle Splitter attached?

No: Repair or replace Linkage
Go to 3

3. Needle Valve NV1 Remove Needle Valve NV1 Yes: Repair or replace NV1
Is Needle Valve NV1 contaminated, damaged or 
binded?

No: Repair or replace Middle Splitter Motor HM3

Problem Possible cause Correction
F se at batter broken If YES change f se If NO go to ne t step

Disc speed adjusting problems related to Electrical system.

Green LED on Cabin bo does not ill minate Fuse at battery broken. If YES, change fuse. If NO, go to next step
Start up relay broken. If YES, change relay. If NO, go to next step
Continuity broken in harness between Separator 
signal, Start up relay and Battery.

If YES, repair harness. If NO, go to next step.

Continuity broken in harness between Maxi 
spreader wall connector and Cabin box 
connector.

If YES, repair harness. If NO, change Cabin box.

RUN LED on CanCom module does not flash 
when separator is engaged.

Continuity broken in harness between Maxi 
Spreader wall connector and Control module 
connector.

If YES, repair harness. If NO, change Control 
module.

Green LED on Cabin box does not illuminate 
when separator is engaged.

Sensing distance is to large. If YES, adjust sensing distance. If NO, go to next 
step

Continuity broken in harness between speed 
sensor connector and Control module connector.

If YES, repair harness. If NO, change speed 
sensor.

Continuity broken in harness between Control 
module connector and LH/RH Solenoid 
connectors.

If YES, repair harness. If NO, got to next step

LED on Speed Sensor LH and/or RH does not 
flash when discs are turned by hand. (Hydraulic 
hoses to Maxi Spreader has to be 
disconnected from Maxi spreader housing and 
connected with each other. Separator 
engaged).

LED for LH and/or RH Valve on Control module 
illuminate for about 1 sek then it is die out.

Continuity broken in solenoid. If YES, Change solenoid. If NO, go to next step.
Resistance between LH and/or RH Solenoid pin 
less than 2 Ohm.

Replace solenoid.
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